November 12, 2019

RE: ITB 4-20 Electric Switchgears
ADDENDUM No. 1

To prospective vendors:

The Utilities Commission is issuing the following addendum. As such it becomes an integral part of the proposal and must be acknowledged by the return of this signed form, with your proposal form, acknowledging receipt of the addendum.

- I think what NSB is calling a “Type 10” is what S&C calls the PME-11. Three switches and one fuse Bay. Type 10 is 4 bays x 4 switches – I would like to delete one of the switches and leave it an open bay
- I think what NSB is calling a “Type 3” is what S&C calls the PME-4. No switches, just 200amp bushing wells and one fuse Bay. Type 3 is not fused. It has 200 amp bushing wells on the switch side which energize buss work in the other bay where cables are terminated direct to the buss work
- The “Type 9” is the same, S&C PME-9, two switches and two fuse Bays. Type 9 -YES – is 2 switch and 2 fuse.

A Copy of This Signed Form Must Accompany Your Proposal

Acknowledgment of Receipt of Addenda No. 1

Company__________________________________________

Title______________________________________________

Signature___________________________________________